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The ancient belts of roofing felt are cooking. Sux up the sun (now, oh! 
so close) and are charged with heat like a bastard. Fix yr grin. (Don't 
grin). Put on your goggles or shades. 
 
 
           [Photos will look corny from this one]. 
 
 
— Hey! We're up here! Yes, here. Dancing. 
 
 
Charleston above Bavaria, with only one woman onboard (if you're 
lucky – but fused with drinks inside, gentlemen also dance with each 
other). Seelbach Cocktails across the Stanovoy mountain range. 
Accordions and gramophones. All days, all eyes, boldly, out the 
portholes. The Graf Z. crossed the Atlantic in only two days (going 
eastward) early August 1929. And that was just the beginning. All 
chambers highly pregnant with hydrogen. Shadow so beautifully 
bulbous it could easily be eyeballed, sliding on the waves, 700 feet 
below. Within or above the clouds. White noise of cloud grease. 
 
This is the only way to travel. 
 
The moderate speed of the locomotive – but sailing in the breeze, 
above everyone else. (Below they work their days, like bugs). The 
scent of tandoori or fumes from the factories won't bring us down – 
neither factually, nor mentally. We're elevated for now, and thereby 
forever. All is flat from this far above. And almost too easy to reduce to 
imagery. Pictures with tongues. Not even moving. 
 
Let's leave it at that. And add 6 notes to consider in case you cannot 
decide: 
 
 



1. Playful dashes of light on the Pacific O is a kick-ass spectacle. 
 
2. The chef has a personal pair of binoculars. 
 
3. You are right and we are wrong. But we're also youthful enough to 
revel in the small attentions. 
 
4. The heavens are on fire in the distance. Not here, nor as seen from 
here, but seen from somewhere else: they burn, and we can go there. 
(They burn, the heavens, with the same exploding gas we forcefully 
control & contain). 
 
5. The background is cluttered, but art is clutter anyway. Go toss your 
rocks in your own fucking glass house. 
 
6. The Box is Bad. If the piece can't deal with being out of its snow, in 
shifting light: fuck it. Your clutter clearly isn't worth the hassle. 
 
 
 

●●● 
 
 
 
           Do you? Do you — 
 
           Believe me. 
 
What got me up was thinking I don't have to come down. 
 
So, 
ascend this vessel, with dignity, for once. With equilibrium. With grace. 
Not as a coward–rat, afraid it might crumble. It's not meant to be fallen 
from, but sure, it is also a stage. 
 
Caught like a balloon, burning like a Hindenburg. With food and fuel 
supplied in flight, we will drift forever. 
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